Security Awareness Crossword Puzzle!

Across
1. You should not just check identity, you should also confirm _____________.
5. When somebody sends an e-mail with a link to a bogus website it is called _____________.
7. As employees of the bank, we should not expect this in the use of our e-mail systems.
9. This can slow down your computer AND watch everywhere you go on the internet.
12. Our company may ________ your internet usage.
13. What type of calls are made by social engineers?

Down
2. This horse can stampede your security defenses for the bad guys and make you look sheepish too!
3. Information Security is not just a ____________ issue.
4. The strongest password is: Grrrrrr8!!!, Go^sa!, John012109, Am3r1cal, This_P^zz1e!
6. Information Security Officer
7. The front line of defense in information security!
8. Who should you tell if you think you just got phished or pretext called?
10. Regular e-mail is sent in this type of text.
11. What type of password is a strong password with descriptors before or after it?
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